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Property, ROW, & 
Easement Cleanup using 
Python
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A reason to celebrate!

▪ Parcel data is becoming more accessible
▪ This freed us from needing to constantly update our 

own land-owner information.
• We don’t get alerted when land is split up or transferred
• We had needed to keep a database of previous contacts 

in the past
• Our database wasn’t spatial, so what do we tie the 

ownership to?
• Structure?
• TRS?
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Sources

▪ North Dakota
•Full state parcel dataset on state GIS portal

▪ Minnesota
•Counties host data
• Some have data available for download
•Others only web viewers

• Can try and request dataset
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There’s a problem though

I can easily format
THIS to
THAT

This can’t
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Counties also aren’t consistent
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So, what are we to do?
Keep in mind we’re dealing with millions of records

▪ Brute Force
•Manually go through and format
•Dataset is Massive
•Updates Regularly

▪ Map everything to bunch of fields and 
leave it a mess
•We’re suppose to be a service department
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Did someone say…
If you didn’t, I did
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It’s not as complicated as it looks, and we can 
leverage a library to do most of the heavy lifting 

▪ usaddress
•Available on github
• I downloaded directly 

through the pip installer
•Parses addresses into an 

organized list
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We need to do some prep work

▪ The arcpy tools this script uses are from ArcPro
so make sure you have python 3 installed

▪ Create a virtual python environment
•We don’t want to screw up anything with ArcPro

• Creates an isolated environment
• You will need to run the script from the virtual 

environment otherwise it won’t find the needed 
libraries

▪ Install the library from pip
•Done from windows cmd
• python3 – m pip install usaddress
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usaddress

▪ If we put in an address in it’s longest 
form we’ll get a list of tuples

▪ One command just did all most of the 
heavy lifting
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Additional Tools

▪ arcpy
•We’re going to work with a files in a 
geodatabase so we need tools to access it
•Will help us do some data cleanup

▪ itertools
•usaddress tuples output a key, this will allow 
us to work with them
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Tear it down and put it back 
together

▪ Mash all the Names and addresses together in 
one string

▪ Run that string through usaddress
▪ Put the output in the correct location in a list
▪ Write that list to the feature class
▪ Some final cleanup
•Get rid of empty fields so they don’t raise errors
•Delete old fields
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Stream lining

▪ P.O. Box and apartments are a clear indicator that’s where the 
address starts
• Keywords used as a basis “if else”

• If keywork present
• Name is Name, run only on address

• Else
• Run on everything

• Reasoning
• Names are sometimes placed in address fields

• Names do not start with numbers, PO BOX, or Apartment
• Some street names would confuse usaddress

• Is that a street name or someone’s name?
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Does the address start 
with a number, PO Box, 
or Apartment?

Merge only address fields
usaddress run starting at 
this condition

merge all the fields

usaddress on everything

Append output fields to 
desired position in list

usaddress on address fields 
only

Append output fields to 
desired position in list

Append name to name list

Write list to feature class 
based on list locations

Write list to feature class 
based on list locations
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Exception Handling

▪ There’s going to be a lot fields that come 
back empty both in the input and output

▪ Try, Except, Pass
• Instead of IF this happens do this we tell it to 

TRY, if it can’t just skip it
• Otherwise, it will crash almost immediately

▪ “if not none”
•Also tells the script to ignore empty data but 

not in a loop
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Running and Results

▪ Modified the script for each county and 
ran as a batch

▪ Quality is good, but not perfect
•We run the data against the national change 
of address database
•Will flag bad addresses
•More conditions than just sytax
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Output
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Future Developments

▪ Will look to pull the fields in programmatically in the 
future, needing less user input.

▪ Automatically download from primary sources
▪ Publish directly to Enterprise GDB and portal
▪ Alert users to changes in ownership or geometry in 

the web map
▪ Check manually updated tables against parcel table

• Sometimes we need to contact a lessee or other non-
owner
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Do you want a copy?

▪ Feel free to contact me

▪ pmetzger@minnkota.com

▪ 701-795-4329

▪ I tried to comment out as best I could if 
you want to make any changes

mailto:pmetzger@minnkota.com
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